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 Hi there 
  Getir is the pioneer of ultra-fast delivery. By bringing together great technology with a unique operational model, we were the first to introduce the concept of groceries being delivered to your door in minutes. Technology continues to be at the heart of our business as we expand across the globe.
  Great technology is developed by great people, and thats why were looking for talented technologists to join our team. 
  We are passionate about test automation, quality assurance and we perform in different system testing areas such as functional, performance, characteristics, stability, and SW management.
  We're looking for QA Engineering Manager to lead teams as we transform our aspirations into awesome tech products.
   What you'll be doing 
  	 Lead a high-performing team of QA engineers of various levels of experience
	 Partner with the product engineering team to ensure quality for a product/feature, assess risks and ensure features ship with a high quality bar
	 Partner with engineering teams to leverage automation for scalable solutions to prevent regressions and ensure reliability of product.
	 Plan, develop and execute a test strategy across core Getir products and platforms in close collaboration with the product engineering team.
	 Build a team attracting, hiring, retaining, motivating the best engineers.
	 Build a quality driven engineering culture that helps ship products rapidly and with confidence.
	 Oversee the development and execution of test plans

  What we look for in you 
  	 B.S degree preferably in Computer Science, Engineering, or a related field
	 7+ years of test/quality engineering experience and at least 3 years of QA leadership experience
	 Strong people management skills, with a proven ability to hire and grow talented people
	 Strong analytical and problem-solving skills
	 Good command of English in both speaking and writing
	 Ability to adapt to new challenges and overcome hurdles
	 Experience in one scripting language and automation framework and UI & service testing
	 Experience in SQA methodology and standard testing tools such as Testrail Test Management, Selenium, Cypress, Appium, TestCafe, and Karate

  Bonus Points if You Have 
  	 Passionate about technology
	 Eager to learn and stretch your boundaries
	 Works well in a team and takes initiative
	 Open to new approaches and new ideas
	 Must be a DOer, a curious learner

  You as a Getirian 
  You are a good person first, everything else is secondary. You are a champion of growth, and actively strive to be the best version of you, for yourself and your team. You value diversity, and embrace ideas over hierarchy. You aren't afraid to learn and re-learn at Getir speed. You are an initiator, in charge of your own story and your legacy.
   Benefits 
  	 Once-in-a-career opportunity to make an impact in one of the fastest-growing mobile-commerce businesses in the world.
	 Take charge of your own career growth with us through professional development opportunities! We really mean it when we say that upward and sideways mobility are some of our favorite terms.
	 Working in a diverse and dynamic environment with our international team of thousands of Getirians across the globe.
	 Health insurance (family included)
	 Meal card
	 Competitive salary

  We are a diversity and equal opportunity employer.
  FIND MORE ABOUT US :
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